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Nothing Is Perfect but This Jacket Is, Thanks to Graphene!
2020-04-07
It is so exciting to hear that nanotechnology has made its way even into
the world of fashion designers! Nicholas Navarro, a talented Italian
designer aimed at making up for the shortcomings of even the best jackets
on the market, found that the outstanding properties of graphene were
exactly what he needed for creating a revolutionary jacket; therefore, he
used layered graphene cotton membranes and ﬁnally developed a
completely waterproof, windproof, AND breathable jacket, which is now
available on Kickstarter.

Italian-based designer Nicholas Navarro has taken to Kickstarter to launch his new jackets
constructed from layered graphene cotton membrane, oﬀering a Hundred percent windproof
and hundred percent breathable yet 100% waterproof coat. Watch the video below to learn
more about the GRAPHITY jackets which are now available via Kickstarter with early bird
pledges from €249. Navarro explains more about the inspiration behind the graphene
jackets.

“It all started several years ago. We were a team of designers working on innovative textile.
Our goal was to make a revolutionary jacket that will change the fashion industry forever. It
was going to be a diﬃcult task, but we were in for the challenge.
“The search was long and challenging. Finally, after 2 years of research, we found a gamechanging material called graphene! It had characteristics never seen before. In fact, the
scientists who managed to synthesize graphene won a Nobel Prize for this achievement. This
material will revolutionize the clothing industry and we wanted to be on the front of this
revolution!”
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Read the original article on Geeky Gadgets.
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